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Galeria Kaufhof Berlin 

"East Berlin's Best-Known Department Store"

Kaufhof on Alexanderplatz is one of East Berlin's oldest and best-known

department stores. Spread over five floors, the store has an enormous

selection of goods similar to those in KaDeWe in West Berlin. Kaufhof's

prices are generally more reasonable than its western rival. You are sure

to find anything and everything, that you would require in kitchen, garden,

home or office. Be it fresh groceries or daily essentials, everything at

Kaufhof has a moderate price and good quality.

 +49 30 24 7430  www.galeria.de/on/demandware.st

ore/Sites-Galeria-Site/de/Stores-Det

ails?StoreID=001588&src=90L10000
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 Alexanderplatz 9, Berlin
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Humana Second Hand 

"A Vintage Heaven"

This large clothing store offers four floors of secondhand and vintage

clothes, and is a true heaven for bargain hunters. Jackets, trousers,

dresses, shoes and more formal wear are displayed in one of the old

communist buildings on Karl-Marx-Allee. The top floor is reserved for

clothing styles from the 1950s, 1960s and 1980s. The Humana stores are

known throughout Germany, and they have several shops in Berlin, alone.

This one at Frankfurter Tor is their biggest location. Check their website

for other shops.

 +49 30 422 2018  www.humana-second-

hand.de/mode/first-class.html

 Frankfurter Tor 3, Berlin
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Gesundbrunnencenter 

"Shopping Center at Gesundbrunnen"

Gesundbrunnencenter is located near the railway station and is easily

accessible. This urban mall looks like a luxury cruise liner and indeed a

great place for retail therapy. With over 100 speciality stores, this massive

shopping center also has many choices for dining. It is definitely a hotspot

for shoppers.

 +49 30 4930 0066  www.gesundbrunnen-

center.de

 info@gesundbrunnen-

center.de

 Badstraße 4, Berlin
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